INTRODUCTION
The field shortest path planning is closely related to robotics where as the algorithms used here applied in different fields as per the requirement. Planning mobile robot is a challenging task for mobile robot navigation and also researchers provided different approaches for the shortest path planning strategies in the field of mobile robot games and many more applications. Each plan has its own advantage and disadvantage the basic goal is to reach the robot from source to destination. Here we used grid search and quad tree based path planning method for path planning with the help of A* algorithm [3, 16] , Neighbour finding method [6, 7] and D* Lite [8] to verify the difference in their approach .Here we have presented a real image presented in the form of square picture shape and represented at different part of the block as shown in the fig1 (a, b, c).The boundary is taken as (80.80) and (400,500).In this paper we planned for robots for different algorithms. First we represent the image as a square of different size then embedded these different size images in the (80.80) and (400,500) screen size. After the design is proposed all used algorithms introduced and applied on the image to find the shortest path. These all are it are simulated and the result is compared.
II. THE APPROCH
The quadtree initially come up with [4] , It is an approach where the complete tree is represented as a square and the square is divided in to four sub branches of equal size ad shown in fig 1(a) as row1 and coum1(R1C1) and row1colum2(R1C2) and also the tree form in a said form that each node has four different quadrants as shown in fig 1(b,c) While dividing the [6] image into four quadrants each node has four sons each node represented with(R1C1,R1C2,R2C1,R2C2). Here the quadtree is a well organized composite configuration which helps to represent the image in a batter way Assumption of existence of link in not permissible here the extra space that require will be reduced and optimized path will be find. In diagonal direction the adjacent nodes is taken into consideration rather than horizontal and vertical direction. We validate the diagonally adjacent nodes sequentially with related to previous node, once this approach is finished we get the source of shortest path shortest path is completed then final path is drawn [1, 2] . In this quad tree approach the image is first imposed in the square and is checked weather the image is completely occupied the square or not, if not then the square is further sub divided in to sub squares until unless, the image is completely comes in side a square, once it comes completely inside a square then it treated as "BLACK" otherwise it is treated a "GRAY". The black and white nodes are treated as nodes. Where as the "GRAY" node is further subdivided into sub squares. An image with obstacle as shown in Fig 2 (a) and Fig2 (b) shows its quad tree and the image is imbedded in a black having notations and with respect to the R1C1,R1C2,R2C1and R2C2 the tree and its quadtree image related to the location of the image is marked in the tree. The black is marked as obstacles [3, 5] . 
III. SEARCH ALGORITHUM
Here we assume that each node is stored with six fields , out of which five fields main field and having its four sub fields called as braches. If M will be the main node and Q is the branch, it will be treated as MAIN (M) and SUBFIELD(M,Q). We can treat relative branches to its main by using subfield as SUBFIELD (M) .having value of Q if SUBFIELD (Main(M),Q)=M, the field are node type, specifies inside the branch of the image which represent "WHITE" if block contain no image or "BLACK" contains only unit number if having image ,and "GRAY" zero or one. BLACK and WHITE are represented as branch nodes where as GRAY are non terminal nodes. Let the four sides of a node is called as R1C1, R1C2,R2C1, R2C2 shown in Fig2 (a, b). We use Some anticipation and functions involving certain quadrants and boundaries ADJECENCY(R,S) it is safe only if the branches S is adjacent to boundary R of the node block that is Adjacency (L,BL) is safe. REFLECTOR(R,S) represent as the SONTYPE having block of equal size that is the Nearest side of R of the block having SONTYPE,REFLECTOR(T,BL)=TL,SAMEBOUNDRY(R1,R2) and representing block R1 and R2 are not adjacent blocks. Table 1 Adjecency ,Table 2 Mirror ,Table 3 opposite block , Table 4 Same boundary
IV. SHORTEST PATH PLANNING APPROCH USING QUADTREE
Here the algorithm is used for the path planning for mobile robot based on the quad tree representation for immediate use of the robot .If there is a big free space then the complete area is taken as the free space and is represented in a square shaped block as shown in Fig. 1 ,and the free space is represented as Top (T),Left(L),Right(R),Bottom(B).The square is represented as TL=Top Left , TR = Top Right , LB=Left Bottom , BR = Bottom Right. The static image is represented in black colour squares which are having numbered as 5,7,10. In quadtree approach we first divide the complete square to four quadrants and is named as shown in Fig Fig2(a) , after naming four quadrants and four quadrants are forming four branches of a tree and we divide the quadrant which is having the image in black colour as TL (Top Left) quadrant and BR(bottom Right) quadrant to equal shaped 4 quadrants .Dividing both TL, BR we start numbering the quadrants horizontally as shown in the table1,2,3,4.While dividing the quadrant it should checked weather the image is completely filled or not otherwise the quadrant is again divided in to four quadrants till the image is filled with image in black colour [5] .The complete tree as shown in Fig2 (b).
The A* Algorithm
Implementation using A* algorithm is very easy and also very fast when it comes to practical purpose. In has an limitation is it uses neighbours so that it creates more such sub optimal paths which helps to reach the destination with zig-zag manner.
Here in A* representation. The f'(n) = g(n)+h'(n) g(n) is the total distance it has taken to get from the starting position to the current location, h'(n) is the estimated distance from the current position to the goal destination/state. A heuristic function is used to create this estimate on how far away it will take to reach the goal state. f'(n) is the sum of g(n) and h'(n). This is the current estimated shortest path. f(n) is the true shortest path which is not discovered until the A* algorithm is finished.
Algorithm as follows
Establish a search graph G, where start node is P 0 ,Put P 0 in the list SAFE. Generate a list which is initially empty. If SAFE is empty, then treat it as unsafe. Select the first node on SAFE and remove it from SAFE, AND put is on CLOSED, and name it as node P. If P is the goal node terminates at goal, obtain a path from P to P o , establish step 7.
• Expand node P, establish the set Z of its successors that are not already ancestors of n in G. Install these members of Z as successors of P in G.
• Establish a pointer to n from each of those members of Z that were not already in G (i.e., not already on either SAFE or CLOSED). Add these members of Z to SAFE. For each member, z, of Z that was already on SAFE or CLOSED, redirect its pointer to P if the best path to m found so far is through P. For each member of Z already on CLOSED, redirect the pointers of each of its descendants in G so that they point backward along the best paths found so far to these descendants.
• Reorder the list SAFE in order of increasing f values. (Ties among minimal f values are resolved in favor of the deepest node in the search tree.) Go to Step 3.
The Neighbour Finding Algorithm
In this algorithm we proposed four different functions followed by SD (M,I) is same if the quadrant I is just beside of boundary M of the node block. JUST OPPOSITE (M,I) approaches to SONTYPE of the same block that is adjacent to boundary B of the node block. COMMONSIDE (S 1 and S 2 ) indicates the same side boundaries. The opposite quadrant do not share block boundary with the quadrant that is OPPOSITEQUAD(S).If S 1 and S 2 are not adjacent brothers then they share same side which is undefined. This S 1 and S 2 represent adjacent brother quadrants. The steps of neighbour finding algorithm can be listed as follows:
• A node is given to specific block of the image.
• Here each node has its own horizontal or vertical direction.
• We search for SD or JUSTOPPOSITE or COMMON_FOR_BOTH or OPPOSITE_QUAD .
• After this it is followed by certain functions which are • Identical_ adj_ neighbor (K, L) that is It locate an equal sized neighbour of node "P" in the Y direction or X direction.(Horizontal X and Vertical Y).
• Identical_corner_neighbour which identifies same size neighbour of node K in the direction of O.
• Getidentical_adj_neighbor ( K, L) to identify a neighbour of node K in X or Y direction of L. If it is not available then return back. Get identical_adj_neighbor (K, L, E, F) which represent return of "S" the neighbour of node K in X or Y direction in L and F represents the level of the tree at which node K is normally found and the tree at which node S is ultimately found. If such node does not exist then return to NULL.
D* Lite Algorithm.
In this algorithm the robot Main ( ) need to move the robot along the path determined by calculate path ( ) ,Main could calculate the priorities of the vertices in the priories of the vertices in the priority queue every time the robot notice a change in the edges costs after it has moved.
• First it will set start and goal point.
•
From the starting point the robot will search for eight adjacent neighbors and continuously he will calculate the cost of the nodes, the small node cost will put in a list .
• The neighbor may be ≥ 8.
• It will continue as f = shortest to neighbor+ the distance to neighbor to goal.
• It will continue till the current node = node ± goal.
• Stops.
• Finally it finds the path.
Compute shortest path ( ) of D* Lite shares many properties like it shares each vertex at most twice until it returns. The result shoes that Compute Shortest path( ) of D* Lite is terminates and correct.
V. SIMULATION RESULT
The comparison of A*, NFT,D* Lite and using DDA as shown in figure Fig 3(a, b, c) with difference in their time and distance graph plotted Fig 4 (a , b) . .We have tested 50 start and goal points at different locations and noted down the time taken by the CPU ,the configuration of the CPU as Intel(R) core™,i3-3220 CPU with 3.3GHz with 2 GB and 32 bit operating system .In both the cases when the shape and size of the image changes it do not work as efficient as a square size image. It is found that the path following in not proper if the shape and size of the image is changed which is shown in Fig 6(a, b, c) .The D*Lite works batter then A* and NFT while time, distance, optimization if taken in to account.
￼￼

VI. CONCLUSION
This paper presents three different path planning algorithms which is tested on C++.The obstacle used here is square shape Image and it is found that both work in square shape perfectly where as image in circular or other shape it do not work efficiently as shown in fig 6(a, b) .In case of different shape image the D* lite work perfectly if the shape and size of the image changes 6(c ). Where as if the environment changed i.e. If the image is circle or rectangle the path fallow in zig -zag manner. The time and distance taken by NFT (Neighbour finding) is more than that of the A* algorithm where as in D* Lite it is very less as shown in fig 4(a , b) ,which is presented in 5(a, b). Where as in NFT the speed is slow and the accuracy is batter then grid search but as per D* Lite is concerned, it is much batter then A* and NFT. In the implemented software architecture the resource-providing plug-in do not use a standardized method. Such a standardized method for resource sharing should be provided to facilitate a more decentralized maintenance structure.
